MUSC Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine is approved by the American Board of Pathology to provide Self Assessment Modules (SAMs) for pathologists. Participants will receive a SAMs letter which certifies successful completion of the assessment for each activity.

In order to assure credit for available Self-Assessment Module (SAM) activities, you will need to be able to receive by email surveys from “SurveyMonkey”. If you have previously opted-out of “SurveyMonkey” surveys and wish to participate, please go to the “SurveyMonkey” website and opt in.

As pretests become available, they will be posted on the conference schedule at: https://mainweb-v.musc.edu/mckee-seminar/
(Please note that you must use the entire address).

Web-links will direct you to pretests for each lecture for which questions were provided. **These pretests will be open until the lecture’s start time. After the lecture starts, answers will not be accepted.** If you complete the pretest and attend the lecture, you will receive a link to the posttest. If you get the designated number of questions right on the posttest, you will receive SAMs credit for that lecture. Each lecture provides 1.0 credit.

**To receive the posttest the pretest must be completed by the START of each lecture. You will receive a link to the posttest by email. ALL posttests must be completed by June 1st.**

**IMPORTANT:** The MUSC Office of CME (843-876-1925) will issue your CME/CEU credit letter for all MUSC CME activities in which you have participated. The MUSC Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine’s SAMs letter documents those activities listed on the CME credit letter for which you successfully completed an approved self-assessment. Submit both the CME credit letter and the SAMs letter to the ABP at the end of each two-year period within the MOC cycle to satisfy Part II requirements.